
We can help!

Got paper forms?

Really serious cost savings

Keep it simple

So, let's get started with your solution

Mobilized processes used to be
only for firms with big budgets
and IT departments.  MapToTrack
eliminates the manual paper
process, big budgets and the need
for inhouse development.  Whew!

Let's get rid of them now!  The great thing about getting rid of paper
forms (aside from having a ceremony lighting them on fire)is that you
can customize the information you actually need and get rid of the rest. 
 The mobilized information gets to the people, partners, and customers
when and how they need to receive the information. 

The Return on Investment (ROI) is kind of embarrassing.  Seriously.  That's
okay.  We all do our best with what we know at the time.  When we learn
something new that is better, simple, and affordable, well heck, that is the
way to go.  When you consider the cost of manually filling out a piece of
paper, copying, transcribing, it - well, it goes on and on... if someone
doesn't believe you, we have a whole section on analyzing cost. :)  Just
email us at support@maptotrack.com for the intel.

We have certainly built very technical and scientific data-collection
apps over the years which got the jobs done for those who need that
information.  But, what we know is that simple wins for many other
industries and we like to keep it that way.  It is pretty fun for
everyone.  Imagine that, smiling after you uploaded a form! :)

The easiest way to start is to look at the forms you fill out for
customers, clients, and partners.  Then think about where those
forms go.  Are they transcribed into additional systems or sent to
someone who needs to respond or both?  Think about contract
compliance - do you have to submit documentation to get paid? 
 How long does that take?  Think about your quality control program;
employee training;  documentation employees must prepare for
their work - remember it is usually more than timesheets that they
are generating.  Is the information consistent? Uniform?  There are
lots of things to think about!
First, think about what is costing you money right now and focus on
that.  Have a look at the worksheet on the next page to get started.
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Contact

support@maptotrack.com

www.maptotrack..com

44 Cook Street
Suite 100
Denver, CO 80206

+1 303 398-7008

Nope!

mailto:support@maptotrack.com
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Process or form:

Why?

Where does it go?

How many people touch it (no pets) :

address

Y

Y
Y
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N

N
N

N

Start here:

Write out a short description of the process the form provides today and how it could be better. Then check
off the features below that would make this process better if it were digitized & mobilized.  The form burning
ceremony can be scheduled later.

Features

name

text boxes
choice fields
drop down
repeat record

app in an app*
map app*
timesheet, etc.
work order

date phone 

Y

Y
Y
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N
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Paper Free Planning, oh yeah!

Add additional notes here:

Estimated costs:  Think about design, filling out, transcription, copying, mailing, etc. (email us for aspirin...)

Now the fun stuff

$

GPSemail photoslocation(s)

videos

audios

NFC

QR

Barcode

reverse geocode
(shows address)

worker role e.g,
tech, Inspector,
etc.

*app in an app - the first app contains triggers, such as a set of scores.  If a certain score is selected, it opens
another app, such as a "Plan of Action" that opens for more information and distribution for action,  such as
departments to receive, respond and reply

*map app - is created with a set of addresses or points with latitude and longitude to plot bus stops, manholes,
or any other item that needs to be serviced as an example.  When that point is selected,  the actual form to
record the work opens, prepopulating the location and description, plus the items to be serviced.

Wasn't that fun? email this document to support@maptotrack.com to get the conversation started!
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